CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA
CHELSEA HOTEL, TORONTO, ON
ROOM: CHURCHILL BALLROOM B

FRIDAY APRIL 27TH, 2018: 8:30 AM – 4:00 PM

8:30 Welcome from the CRA Executive Chair
   Lynn Dwernychuk and Anna Sadura

8:40 CCTG Policy Updates
   CCTG Staff
   Medidata RAVE, Site Training, SAE Reporting in EDC, Delegation of Tasks Log Integration with RIPPLE, LETTUCE, Implementation of GCP Revision2, Genetic Testing Protocol and Consent Updates, Ethics Database Update (PEAR), Return of Results, Interpreter Working Group Survey Results, CTCAE v5.0, Pregnancy and Exposure Reporting Form Update, Audit Updates.

9:30 iRECIST training
   Dora Nomikos and Lisa Gallinaro

10:30 Break

10:45 Compliance with CCTG - Common Findings, Great CAPAs, and Health Canada Draft Guidance
   Clive Hansen and Jessica Sleeth

11:30 CRA Tools and Resources
   Marissa Tang Fong and Linda Illes, CRA Executive

12:00 Lunch (on your own)

1:30 AEs on Immunotherapy Trials
   Dr. R. Juergens

2:30 Break

2:45 #TrialsThatMatter
   Sarah Hunter and David Boren
   • An overview of newly activated and upcoming trials!

4:00 Wrap Up